
HIGH PERFORMANCE

SPEED 
Native optimizations, asynchronous IO, non-locking atomic 
operations and low thread overhead combined with smart 
load–balancing using our Hessian binary protocol results in 
extreme performance for serving both static files and dynamic 
applications (Java and PHP).

LIGHTWEIGHT
A small package footprint (~24MB) and fast start-up time 
(<2 sec) affirms Resin as a lean yet powerful Java application 
server.

JAVA EE 6 WEB PROFILE CERTIFICATION
Web Profile means we focus on only the “good bits” of Java 
EE 6, those intended for for web applications, while avoiding 
obscure API’s that cause unnecessary overhead and bloating.

CACHING
Resin’s high-performance off-heap distributed cache is utilized 
internally throughout Resin, as a front-end proxy cache and is 
available directly via both Memcached and JCache APIs.

CLOUD SUPPORT
 DEPLOYMENT

Cloud deployment is based on Caucho’s own 

existing and new cluster members.   Rollback 
and versioning is fully supported, enabling no-

ELASTICITY

topology, load balancing, caching, messaging and 

servers.

MANAGEMENT
Comprehensive browser, command-line and JMX 

RELIABILITY 
Cluster data is triple-replicated for   
high availability and redundancy.    

   
arrangement is depicted in the    
diagram to the right.

JAMM 
(JAVA APPLICATION MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT)

NON-STOP RESIN
Resin’s unique independent Watchdog process 
monitors the responsiveness of your application, 
making Resin the choice application server when 
reliability is paramount.

RULE-BASED HEALTH CHECKS
An extensive set of customizable health checks, 
conditions and actions are triggered when server 
health is in question.  Options included are 
profiling before a crash, triggering restarts, alerts, 
snapshot or post-mortem PDF reports and much 
more.

REAL-TIME GUI
Resin-admin provides real-time access to JMX, 
cluster topology, network connections, threads, 
memory, heap-dumps, thread-dumps, on-demand 
profiling and PDF reports.

POST MORTEM / CRASH ANALYSIS
In the unfortunate event a server fails, Resin 
automatically compiles a PDF report with the 
saved data and logs leading up to the event. 
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Resin 4 -- Key Features & Benefits



Resin 4 -- What’s New in 2012?




